Staff Favorites: Graphic Novels
Bloom

Batman : year one

After graduation, Ari is desperate to
move to the big city with his band, but
he has to find someone who can
replace him at his parent's struggling
bakery, so when he meets Hector he
thinks his prayers have been answered.
(LA)

Chronicles the events that led to Bruce
Wayne's becoming Batman and his first
year fighting crime. (LC)

by Kevin Panetta

To kill a mockingbird
by Fred Fordham

A graphic-novel adaptation of Harper
Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning classic
combines themes of race, injustice and
transformation in the Deep South of
the 1930s with evocative illustrations
by the artist of The Adventures of John
Blake. (LA)

Digger

by Ursula Vernon

The story of a particularly no-nonsense
wombat who finds herself stuck on the
wrong end of a one-way tunnel in a
strange land where nonsense seems to
be the specialty. Now, with the help of a
talking statue of a god, an outcast hyena, a shadowbeing of indeterminate origin, and an oracular slug she
seeks to find out where she is and how to go about
getting back home. (available in your browser at
www.diggercomic.com) (MAB)

by Frank Miller

Stranger things : Six
by Jody Houser

A prequel comic from the awardwinning series delves into the
mysterious workings of Project MKUltra
and the weird science that opened the
door to the Upside Down. Collects
""Stranger Things II"" issues #1-4. (LA)

The walking dead
by Robert Kirkman

Rick Grimes is not prepared for this. A couple months
ago he was a small town cop who had never fired a shot
and only ever saw one dead body. Separated from his
family he must now sort through the death and
confusion to try and find his wife and son. (LA)

Spill zone

by Scott Westerfeld

Years after the devastation that killed
her parents, scarred her sister, and
destroyed her city, Addison takes a job
from an eccentric collector that forces
her to break her own rules of survival.
(LC)

available through Nassau Digital Doorway and the Overdrive and Libby apps

Staff Favorites: Graphic Novels
The prince and the
dressmaker

Watchmen

by Alan Moore

by Jen Wang

A graphically illustrated fairy tale set in
Paris at the dawn of the modern age,
where a cross-dressing prince hides his
identity as a popular fashion icon and
falls for a brilliant dressmaker who
knows his secret at the same time his royal parents
begin searching for a traditional bride for him to marry.
(LA)

Sandman: Preludes &
Nocturnes
by Neil Gaiman

An occultist attempting to capture
Death to bargain for eternal life traps
her younger brother Dream instead.
After his 70 year imprisonment and
eventual escape, Dream, also known as
Morpheus, goes on a quest for his lost
objects of power. (LA)

All-Star Superman
by Grant Morrison

The Man of Steel goes toe-to-toe with
Bizarro, his oddball twin, and the new
character Zibarro, also from the Bizarro
planet. And Superman faces the final
revenge of Lex Luthor in the form of his
own death! A spectacular reimagining
of the Superman mythos. (TW)

The Dark Tower: the
gunslinger: the man in black
by Peter David & Stephen King

In order to rewrite the wrongs of his
world, Roland must save the Dark
Tower, threatened by the mysterious
sorcerer known as the Man in Black,
and decide the fate of an otherworldly
boy. (LA)

Chronicles the fall from grace of a
group of super heroes plagued by alltoo-human failings. Along the way, the
concept of the super-hero is dissected
as the heroes are stalked by an
unknown assassin. (TW)

The crossover

by Kwame Alexander

A graphic novel rendering of the
Newbery Medal-winning novel follows
the experiences of a young basketball
star who confronts a difficult choice
between athletics and his talent for rap
music. (LC)

Amazing Spider-Man: The
Parker Luck
by Dan Slott

The greatest super hero of all time
returns! The world may have changed
since Spidey's been gone, but so has
Peter Parker. This is a man with a
second chance at life, and he's not
wasting a moment of it. But his old foes
are back as well and he has discovered that the
radioactive spider that bit him also bit someone else, an
enigmatic woman named Silk. (LC)

The graveyard book

by P. Craig Russell & Neil Gaiman

After the grisly murder of his entire
family, a toddler wanders into a
graveyard where the ghosts and other
supernatural residents agree to raise
him as one of their own. (LA)

available through Nassau Digital Doorway and the Overdrive and Libby apps
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